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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 1

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 excuse me how much for the bag of potato chips nicole asked the shopkeeper i only have 150 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adjectives to complete this question? 
 Write the strongest adjective from this list: ___________________________________________ 
                             tasty / delicious / satisfying / flavoursome / yummy

3. Unjumble these words. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you. 
 ctffae ____________________   gyneer _________________ 
 tnneeecs _________________   vleersa _________________ 
 ctffee ____________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of homographs and homophones to complete this  

 question? Is the word hear in this sentence a homograph or homophone?  ____________  
 If you can’t hear the instructions, you really should move closer. 

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  
                    __________________________________________________________________________  
                                                             _______________________________________________  
                                                            

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  
 What was the time fourteen hours and nineteen minutes ago?  ______________________  
 Write these times on the analogue clock:

0638 0555
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 1

7. Calculator Sentences - change 420 to 20 using your calculator (e.g. 420 – 400 = 20). 
 Write one calculator sentence you could use to change: 
 3 135 to 35 =  ___________________________________________________________________

8. I am travelling west along Galah Street, at the end of the street I turn right, then first right,  
 then left and first left what street have I arrived in? ____________________________________  
 The car park at the park is situated on the southern side of the park. What street entrance  
 would I enter from? _______________________________________________________________

 

 
9. Formula for the perimeter of a rectangle  

 L = length, W = width, and P = perimeter. 

 P = L + L + W + W or P = 2 x L + 2 x W or P = 2 x (L + W). 

 Find the perimeter of this rectangle: P = _______________

10.  Grandma used 14 balls of wool to make one jumper and 16 balls to make another. If each  
 ball weighed 50g how many kg of wool did she use altogether? _______________________
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 2

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 its great when you no that people think youre a considerate person it means theyll enjoy  

 youre company and no they can rely upon you  _____________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adverbs to complete this question? 
 Find the adverbs in this sentence: I nearly ran too quickly to stop before I hit the wall. 

  _______________________________________________________________________________________

3. Apostrophe of ownership: for singular words to show possession of one owner, add  

 an apostrophe then the letter s to the owner (e.g. dolphin’s tail, Ollie’s toothbrush).   

 For plural words, that end in s, to show ownership, add an apostrophe after the s  

 (e.g. teachers’ staffroom). Write five examples of an apostrophe of ownership of a  
 proper noun:  ___________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write an antonym to these five words: 
 blame ____________________  broad  ___________________  capable  __________________  
 clockwise _________________  cheap ___________________  

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: We are getting a new car but mum and dad can’t  

 agree on… ______________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time fourteen and a half hours from now?  ___________________________

7. What percentage of this diagram is bold?  __________________

8. Complete: 52 _______    √100 = ________    0.3 x 0.4 = _______

9. Converting kilograms (kg) to grams (g) x 1000.  

 Converting grams (g) to kilograms (kg) ÷ 1000. 

 Convert: 321 400mg = _____________ g = _____________ kg 
                601 291mg = _____________ g = _____________ kg

10. The landscape gardener has three rows with 8 miniature mandarin trees in each row; each 
 tree bearing approximately 7 mandarins. How many pieces of fruit did he have in total? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 3

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 rod pushed his bed closer to his bedroom window so he could look at the starrs 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 
 Write the correct pronoun into this sentence:  When __________________ ( they / them )  

 get the promotion, it’s important that __________________ ( they / them )remember their  

 friends ________________ ( who / which ) supported them.

3. Can you remember the meaning of prefixes to complete this question?  
 Correctly add ir-, un-, or re- to this word: ______________________ related

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a synonym to these five words: 
 near ____________________    sack ___________________   alike ___________________   
 bunny ___________________   chef ___________________  

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:  ______________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 14 hours and 37 minutes ago? ___________________________________  
 2 1 

4  years = _____________ months

7. Fill in the gap to make an equivalent fraction: 
 ______        ______

8. Name the place that is north west of Brisbane: 
 __________________________________________ 
 If you were in Sydney what direction would you  
 need to travel if heading to Hobart? __________

9. How many degrees in a full revolution?  
 __________________________________________˚ 
 How many degrees in a 3 

4  of a revolution? 
 __________________________________________˚

10.  A single tomato, sliced is enough required for 3 cheese and tomato sandwiches. If we 
 wanted to make 18 sandwiches, how many tomatoes would we need?  _________________
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 im so glad your here to help me i wundered how i was going to do it all bye myself 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g. under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at).  

 Write a sentence using one preposition:  ___________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its   

 meaning. Which word makes sense when you add -est on the end?  
 flavour / movie / large ____________________________________________________________

4.  Can you remember the meaning of articles to complete this question?  

 Write a sentence to include five articles: ____________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Re-write this sentence so that it makes sense: when without The ran out was rounding of  

 petrol. up cattle on his bike farmer warning he  ______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What was the time 14 hours and 43 minutes ago? ___________________________________

7. Use decimals to write:

8. Complete each missing decimals on the number line: 
  
  0.68     0.72      0.76      _____     _____     _____    _____    _____     _____    _____     _____

9. Write the missing words in the calendar rhyme:

10. Kyle had to buy some school supplies. He had to buy a pencil case for $1.70; a ruler for  
 80 cents; three pens at $1.20 each and 7 pencils for 60 cents each. How much money did  
 he need?________________________________________________________________________

Calendar Rhyme   

                  days have September,                 , June and November.  All the rest have 31  

except for February alone, which has 28 days clear but 29 days in each leap year.

1
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 5

1. Rewrite the sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 
 matilda plased the grocerees on the cars back seat wile she searched threw her grean  

 handbag for her car keys _________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A sentence or a clause, is a group of related words containing a subject and a verb. 

 Change these words around to make a clause: down pat Abebe knelt to cat the 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of plurals to complete this question? 

 Make these five words plural:  
 question ____________________  battery ____________________ leaf____________________ 
 goose ______________________  computer___________________

4.  Write a word with the nearest meaning to the word quick:  “Quick,” yelled the little boy. 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the past, present, future tense of these words: 

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  
 What will be the time 14 hours and 55 minutes from now? ____________________________  
 Show these times on the clock faces:

7. 

Past Present Future

sleep

smile

hopped

dance

stand

12:59 7:28 13:43

   $53.83 

      $24.92- 

   $78.86 
      $49.69- 

   $54.79 
      $27.38- 

   $52.05      
8x 

   $96.45 
      7x 
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 5

8. What was the least ordered hot beverage?  _________________________________________  
 If hot chocolates were $4 each, how much was the cafe’s takings for hot chocolates that day? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. You were 5 minutes early for the Under 6’s soccer practice, what time did you arrive? 
  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 The teacher was late by 25 minutes for the Under 8’s Hockey training, what time did she  
 eventually get there?  _____________________________________________________________

 

10. Tyrone was packing a suitcase to take as ‘carry-on’ luggage on his flight. The suitcase, 
 empty, was 550mm wide; however, when it was packed full of clothes it bulged an additional  
 12cm wider. Bags wider than 60cm are not permitted as carry-on luggage; will Tyrone be  
 able to take this suitcase on the plane with him?  _____________________________________  
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